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It is in the nature of scientific findings that they bring both benefits and, to a lesser extent, 

dangers. This also applies to research concerned with development and reproduction of or-

ganisms. Research activities in biotechnolo-

gy, biochemistry, biological pest control, and 

conventional breeding techniques and their 

results are associated with very different 

risks. As with all other activities, these risks 

must be countered with appropriate and pro-

portionate safety measures.  

The Swiss Expert Committee for Biosafety 

(SECB) works to ensure the safety of hu-

mans and the environment. In terms of the 

handling of hazardous biological agents the 

SECB is committed both to compliance with 

biosafety measures and to protection from 

the abuse of hazardous biological agents 

(biosecurity). Accordingly, the SECB consid-

ers a scientific and socio-political discourse 

on protection from possible abuses to be im-

portant.  

In recent years there has been increasing 

discussion of dual use research and the pub-

lication of research findings. For reasons of 

safety, the SECB calls in general for scientific 

data to be published without censorship. 

What do biosafety, biosecurity and 

dual use mean? 

Biosafety serves to protect employ-

ees, the population and the environ-

ment from hazardous biological 

agents (viruses, bacteria, biological 

toxins).  

Biosecurity concerns the protection 

of the population and the environ-

ment from the intentional, criminal 

misuse of biological agents.  

The term Dual Use refers to objects, 

technologies and knowledge that 

have a dual function in both civilian 

and military/terrorist fields. In the 

case of biosciences, the possibilities 

for misuse are criminal (bioterrorism) 

and military (bioweapons). 
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General considerations 

Research on highly pathogenic organisms is important for human health and civil pro-

tection  

Thanks to the publication of findings of research on highly pathogenic organisms, counter-

measures can be taken or vaccines developed in good time. This serves to protect humans 

and the environment. Even in the case of natural epidemics, we can respond more quickly if 

the appropriate research projects have been carried out and their results published. From the 

public health perspective, therefore, various international organisations, including the WHO, 

consider that public access to scientific findings and publications is vital.  

Censorship is disproportionate and is also a security risk  

The censorship of scientific literature may result in findings not appearing in reputable, peer-

reviewed journals and therefore not being available to and discussed by the scientific com-

munity.  

From the SECB’s point of view, the risk that scientific publications on organisms that are 

highly pathogenic to humans will be misused for terrorist purposes is small. The artificial de-

velopment of a highly pathogenic virus requires great specialist knowledge and is costly in 

terms of both money and time. The prospect of success is also small. Unpublished findings 

can still be passed on, for example to the military or to security services, where they could be 

used for further research outside the public domain. Moreover, various attacks in the USA, 

Japan and Norway show that there are far simpler methods of causing great damage.  

Restrictions on research because of biosecurity concerns must be proportionate. The SECB 

believes that research projects on highly pathogenic organisms should continue to be ap-

proved and funded despite their dual-use potential. Not generating knowledge poses equiva-

lent risks, particularly when similar projects cannot be prevented from being carried out else-

where. Raising staff awareness is however a sensible and expedient measure that can be 

achieved using simple means. 

Freedom of expression and information  

The freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information is a fundamental free-

dom, as set down in Article 10 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 

Fundamental Freedoms1. In addition, Article 16 of the Swiss Federal Constitution2 stipulates 

that freedom of expression and of information in Switzerland shall be ensured. In conse-

quence, every person has the right to form his or her own opinion and to express and publish 

this opinion without restriction.  

Today’s high standard of living would be unimaginable without scientific advances. Freedom 

of research and access to information have been and still are important conditions for gaining 

new knowledge and applying it to the benefit of humans and the environment. While censor-

ship may delay the dissemination of new knowledge, it cannot prevent it.  

                                                

1  European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms: 

https://www.echr.coe.int/Pages/home.aspx?p=basictexts&c 

2 Federal Constitution of the Swiss Confederation (in German, French and Italian): 

http://www.admin.ch/ch/d/sr/101/index.html 

https://www.echr.coe.int/Pages/home.aspx?p=basictexts&c
http://www.admin.ch/ch/d/sr/101/index.html
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Case studies 

The following examples illustrate that censorship of research results may have unforeseea-

ble safety consequences.  

Case study 1: Anthrax diagnosis 

Diagnosis of anthrax is a good example of the importance of open access to genetic infor-

mation, even of highly pathogenic agents. After the autumn 2001 attacks with weapons-

grade anthrax spores in the USA (following the terrorist attacks in the USA known as 9/11), 

large numbers of envelopes containing white powers were also sent as a threat to various 

public offices and private persons in Europe. These substances had to be investigated in 

most countries by university or hospital laboratories that were not prepared for the identifica-

tion of anthrax, as they either did not yet exist for public protection or were completely over-

whelmed with this new task. It was only because the toxin gene sequences of Bacillus an-

thracis were openly accessible in public databases that the necessary gene technological 

methods for rapid and safe identification of Bacillus anthracis could be developed and im-

plemented by the different laboratories within a short time (1–2 days), so that the samples 

could be investigated effectively. Fortunately, all these further cases of presumed threats 

using anthrax proved to be negative. The availability of specialised laboratory analysis con-

tributed significantly to preventing unfounded fear in the population and to calming the situa-

tion.  

Case study 2: Gain-of-function3 research on highly pathogenic avian H5N1 viruses 

The research groups of Ron Fouchier (Rotterdam, NL) and Yoshihiro Kawaoka (Wisconsin, 

USA) independently succeeded in modifying highly pathogenic avian H5N1 viruses so that 

they could be transmitted aerogenically between ferrets. The original H5N1 virus had not 

previously been aerogenically transmissible between vertebrates. Before publication in 2012, 

both studies were examined by the NSABB4 and finally released for uncensored publication 

after controversial debate and a voluntary moratorium on research activities concerning the 

transmission of H5N1. For the publication of his study in the American journal Science, how-

ever, Ron Fouchier had to apply for an additional export permit from the Dutch government.  

From the SECB’s viewpoint the decision to publish the research results was important and 

correct. Keeping knowledge under lock and key does not promote security. The SECB does 

admittedly have concerns because of the export permit demanded. This could have created 

a precedent that may have an impact on the publication of dual use research in the future. In 

addition, an export permit contributes nothing to security, as research findings are presented 

at conferences long before publication and are thus made known to interested parties.  

Case study 3: Export permit for Ebola diagnostic kits 

During the 2014 Ebola epidemic, a charity in Germany wanted to send PCR kits for the iden-

tification of the Ebola virus. However, to do this it required authorisation to export dual use 

goods, and this authorisation was granted only after a considerable delay. The question aris-

es of why an Ebola detection kit should be included in an export control list when it presents 

no risk. The kits contain only primer and an RNA strand as a positive control for investigating 

the serum or plasma from potentially infected persons: i.e. no Ebola viruses at all.  

                                                

3  Gain-of function research in this context means scientific research activities using hazardous bio-

logical agents in which the capacity of causing disease is increased, by heightening either the or-

ganism’s pathogenicity or its transmissibility to mammals including humans, for example through 

aerogens. 

4  The US government’s National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity. 
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In acute cases, an unnecessary delay like this can have a devastating effect, quite apart from 

the extra workload it causes.  

From the SECB’s viewpoint this example shows that too strict legislation can have severe 

consequences. A procedure like this is irresponsible in the situation of an epidemic and is an 

argument against regulating dual use goods too restrictively.  

Conclusions 

Careful, professional and responsible handling of pathogenic organisms is key. An unneces-

sary restriction of scientific research and medical advances should however be avoided.  

The SECB is convinced that safe and responsible research can be achieved through discus-

sion between all participants that is reasonable and balanced, and that raises awareness of 

potential risks. 
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